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ABSTRACT
In recent working life studies, professional agency is seen as pivotal to the development of work communities and work organizations. This paper addresses professional agency during a practice-based intervention (work conference) in a Finnish hospital setting. To develop work practices, the intervention sought to create a dialogical space for the promotion of collective professional agency. Here, we present an investigation of the manifestations of professional agency and how they emerged within and between professional groups. We also elaborate how professional positions frame the emergence of different manifestations of professional agency. The audio and video materials from the intervention are analyzed through the utilization of qualitative content analysis and analysis of key incidents illustrating the emergence of professional agency and its connection to prevailing circumstances in a hospital work context. Transformative, responsive, relational, and resisting forms of agency were identified. The emergence of these forms differed amid the intervention and across the professional groups, reflecting power relations in the organization. In light of the findings, we discuss the meaning of different forms of professional agency for developmental efforts and how professional agency may trigger or hinder sustainable organizational development.
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Introduction
Global competition has led to structural reforms and to a new management culture that means tightened accountability, decreased professional autonomy, and higher employee workload (Bandura, 2002; Sohlberg et al., 2007). As a consequence of these changes, employees are arguably in danger of losing their professional agency and creativity in the heat of the managerial and power structures of working life (Brown et al.,
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Thus, there is a need to address the challenges of working life in ways that allow employees to maintain and develop their possibilities as more autonomous subjects than they are under the current regime (Hasle & Sørensen, 2013). It is further argued that, in order to be successful, developmental efforts and the generation of workplace innovations, for instance, require equality, dialogue-oriented operative logics, and local implementation (Alasoini, 2011; Hökkä & Eteläpelto, 2014; Kira et al., 2010). To help meet these requirements, in this study, we investigate the manifestations of professional agency in the context of practice-based intervention (a work conference) implemented in a hospital context. We reveal how forms of professional agency are manifested within and between professional groups. Informed by a practice-based approach (see, e.g., Erden et al., 2014; Gherardi, 2012; Hager et al., 2012), we utilize the multifaceted data collected during the intervention. In particular, we address and discuss how the manifestations of agency are intertwined with organizational development in terms of fostering or hindering the development of work practices and organizations. We are also interested in how these manifestations are framed by the professional positions that are present in an organization. We focus on a hospital organization because of its complex nature in terms of status and power hierarchies and the challenges to collaborative practices (see, e.g., Pisano et al., 2001).

Recent studies on work-related learning have shown that employees, work communities, and/or organizations are the prime actors in the maintenance and enhancement of learning at work, including crafting work practices (Billett, 2011; Harteis & Goller, 2014; Kira et al., 2010; Wrzesniewski & Dutton, 2001). Likewise, the construction of professional identity becomes essential for employees’ sense making, especially individuals’ sense of meaningful work (Buch & Andersen, 2013). This highlights the need to apply (at both the individual and community level) the concept of professional agency for the research and promotion of sustainable learning and development in work organizations. Professional agency can be understood as the exertion of influence, the making of choices, and the adoption of stances in ways that affect individuals’ work and/or their professional identities (Eteläpelto et al., 2013). In the framework of this conceptualization, we address professional agency in particular as a phenomenon for fostering and hindering the development of work practices.

It is especially vital to deal with professional agency and its promotion in relation to professional positions in a hospital context because from the point of view of collaborative practices and the exercising agency, hospitals are a particularly challenging context for many reasons (see, e.g., Glouberman & Mintzberg, 2001). Many of the constraints on the exercise of agency and on learning in hospital organizations have been found to be social (Collin et al., 2008; Ramanujam & Rousseau, 2006) and managerial (Carter, 2002; Mintzberg, 2012) in nature, rather than clinical or technical. Previous studies (Collin et al., 2010; Lingard et al., 2004; Pisano et al., 2001) have indicated that the individual and technical nature of the work, status, and power hierarchies and unshared knowledge, deficient information flow, and the instability of the composition of teams are barriers to collaborative practice and learning across professional boundaries. Physicians are obviously in the decisive position because of their legal status concerning responsibility for patients and cures and are therefore higher in the official hierarchy. Nurses and secretaries seem to have less power to make final decisions related to cures because of their lower hospital status. Moreover, the distinct professional identities are
bounded by a culture that has traditionally and persistently been hierarchical and non-collaborative in hospital settings (Collin et al., 2011; Paloniemi & Collin, 2010). Thus, fundamentally cooperative and more holistic managerial practice in hospitals is called for (Mintzberg, 2012). The strengthening of collaborative and inter-professional practices in healthcare and hospitals would therefore seem to be a complex but important task. There is a need to support employees’ and organizations’ practice of professional agency in ways that make it possible to advance the cultivation of inter-professional practices and professional identities. In the face of this challenge, a practice-based intervention in this study was carried out to investigate the manifestations of and frames for professional agency in a Finnish hospital setting.

**Theoretical Standpoints**

**Professional agency in work-related practices and interventions**

Our conceptualization of professional agency is informed by a subject-centered socio-cultural approach (Eteläpelto et al., 2013). This approach includes the idea that professional subjects are active and self-creative with their specific individual backgrounds (e.g., professional experiences), despite the fact that the practice of their professional agency is bound up in the sociocultural conditions of the workplace, including its practices, power relations, discourses, and subject positions. In this study, we address professional positions in relation to the exercise of professional agency.

Professional agency can be directed at different work-related phenomena, such as professional practices and identities (Eteläpelto et al., 2013). It can be manifested in various kinds of individual and collective actions, which can be discursive (Ahearn, 2001), mental, social, or embodied (Billett & Pavlova, 2005; Clegg, 2006; Fenwick, 2006). Individual agency is fundamental in the renegotiation of professional identities. Professional agency can also maintain existing professional interests, goals, and ideals (Vähäsantanen & Eteläpelto, 2011). Collective agency is needed for employees to build a shared understanding concerning the creation of new work practices, the development of work content, and the transformation of organizations, as well as the introduction of creativity and innovation at work (Forsman et al., 2014). Professional agency can manifest itself, for instance, as suggestions for new work practices and new inter-professional work strategies (Collin et al., 2010, 2012). However, much of our routine activities in the workplace require practical innovativeness, which sometimes also means maintaining existing practices (cf. Hitlin & Elder, 2007). Strong individual agency can also hinder organizational development, particularly when it is exercised to maintain existing work practices (Hökkä & Eteläpelto, 2014). All of this implies that professional agency can be observed to both reproduce and transform professional structures and practices (Tomlinson et al., 2013; Vähäsantanen et al., 2009).

If the practice of professional agency can maintain current work practices and structures, it is important to recognize the particular concrete actions and voices that encourage innovativeness and development in work organizations. Furthermore, it is important to recognize specifically the constructive ways in which professional agency is manifested. Here, we address the manifestations of professional agency in the context of intervention aiming to create collective and dialogical spaces for organizational development.
Although scholars have suggested that interventions to trigger work-related learning should be created to purposefully enhance individual and collective agency (Engeström, 2011; Eteläpelto et al., 2014), we have a lack of understanding of the different manifestations of agency and their variable meanings for organizational development within interventions. One exception is Engeström (2011), who examined participants’ agency in the context of Change Laboratory interventions, which aimed to transform activities in work contexts. The five interconnected elements of agency are (i) resistance to the interventionist or management, (ii) explication of new possibilities or potentials in the activity, (iii) envisioning of new patterns or models of the activity, (iv) commitment to concrete actions, and (v) the taking of consequential actions to change the activity. To support and/or extend these previous findings related to particular types of intervention, further studies are needed to address the forms of professional agency related to organizational development in other kinds of work-related intervention. In this paper, we investigate the manifestations of and frames for professional agency during a work conference intervention. In our investigation, we primarily utilize the sociocultural notions of agency that are presented in the next section.

**Professional agency in interactional practice**

Within the sociocultural framework, agency is seen broadly as socioculturally mediated. Moje and Lewis (2007) define agency as the strategic making and remaking of identities, activities, relationships, cultural tools, and resources as embedded within relations of power. More precisely, agency within the sociocultural framework is mostly conceptualized and examined through three ways in local interactions.

First, agency is often linked to certain phenomena, such as the power to transform objects of activity. This kind of agency is often conceptualized as transformative, which includes breaking away from a given frame of action or traditional taken-for-granted practices or courses of action and the taking of initiatives to transform them (Engeström, 2005; Rajala et al., 2013; Virkkunen, 2006). In the best case, starting to question and problematize existing work practices and ways of working as well as making suggestions and proposing ideas for their transformation can create new innovative ideas and transformations in work practices. Transformative actions can also be realized in terms of the adoption of new positions in a professional community and through self-change (Lipponen & Kumpulainen, 2011; Rainio, 2008). Second, agency refers to resistance to and transformation of dominant power relations (Lipponen & Kumpulainen, 2011; Rainio, 2008). Agency does not always mean positive participation in and contribution to a shared activity; rather, it can also be manifested via resistance, opposition, withdrawal, omission, and the violation of power relations.

Third, one form of agency is conceptualized as relational agency (Edwards, 2005; Edwards & D’Arcy, 2004). This involves the capacity to align one’s thoughts and actions with those of others in order to interpret problems of practice and to respond to those interpretations and the capacity to engage with the dispositions of others in order to interpret and act on the object of joint actions in enhanced ways. In a sense, relational agency means that people are able to deal with and interpret social practices and activities from the viewpoint of others. Relational agency also refers to the act of seeking opinions from others, which also creates opportunities for learning about and understanding others’ views (Rajala et al., 2013).
In researching agency in interactional practices, it is possible to investigate the forms of agency, including the ways in which a person acts or refrains from acting and the way in which their action contributes to joint actions in the professional community. However, it makes sense not only to address how a person initiates an idea but also to explore how the action is accepted, elaborated, questioned, challenged, or ignored (Gresalfi et al., 2009). More precisely, a person’s agentic voices during interaction can be addressed in terms of initiating an idea, agreeing with, elaborating on, questioning, or disagreeing with what someone else has initiated, as well as refraining from responding (Gresalfi et al., 2009). Similarly, if dialogical tensions emerge, it is meaningful to address participants’ reactions to them (Rainio 2008), which can include adaptation through passivity and acceptance of the situation; resistance and rejection, which can result in withdrawal from the activity and closing oneself off; or some actions between these extremes.

In elaborating professional agency, besides investigating individuals’ actions and how they are reacted to and recognized in interactions as well as their shared contribution to a joint action, it is important to take notice of the variations in subjects’ participation and how such participation is framed. In this case, attention can be focused on the following questions: Who is the strongest or most visible actor? Who is the most invisible or passive actor? Who has the position of being the knower (whose knowledge counts) and decision maker (whose word counts)? In the case of dialogical tensions, what is most important is whose ideas are continuously supported or whether they are resisted or withdrawn. Who notices others’ views, engages with the dispositions of others, and asks for others’ opinions and who sticks to their own views without extending their own perspective? Discussion and examination of these questions are essential if we are to understand how and why the development of work organizations fails or succeeds, who has the greatest power to influence the direction and trajectory of organizational development, and what these influential actions are.

Aim and Research Questions

We examine the manifestations of professional agency in the context of work conference intervention involving situations in which the participants represent the same professional group and the participants encompass representatives from different professional groups. In our investigation, we further seek to identify how professional positions frame agency in multi-professional interactional situations. More specifically, we ask:

1. How is professional agency manifested in a work conference within and between professional groups working in a hospital context?
2. How are the manifestations of professional agency attached to professional positions?

Methods and Participants

Work conference for creating a dialogical space

This paper is part of a larger research project (PROAGENT—Promoting Professional Agency in Education and Healthcare Work) that examines the practice of professional
agency and ways to promote it through different practice-based interventions in Finnish education and healthcare organizations. Here, our focus is on the manifestations of and frames for professional agency in the context of practice-based work conference intervention implemented in the hospital context. In order to develop work practices in the organization, the intervention was used to create a dialogical space for the promotion of collective professional agency through small group and plenary discussions (Kalliola & Mahlakaarto, 2011).

In the implementation, the work conference method that was originally developed by Gustavsen (Gustavsen & Engelstad, 1986) was applied. This choice fits with the Nordic action research tradition, which is interested in engaging with reflective subjects in the field to create meaningful results that are beneficial for all actors involved while using research methods that respect and develop democracy (Hasle & Sørensen, 2013). In light of the number of experiences using this method in Finnish working life development research (e.g., Lehtonen & Kalliola, 2008), our aim was to offer dialogical spaces for the participants in the work community amid organizational developmental work, together with the possibility to learn from each other’s experiences and to reflect on them in crafting a shared future vision of their work and work organization (Kalliola & Nakari, 2007). To gain a democratic and dialogical space, the method suggests specific ground rules that are introduced as guidelines for dialogue (Gustavsen, 2001). These include, for example, the following: dialogue is based on a principle of give and take, not on one-way communication; all participants have the same status in the dialogue arenas; and the dialogue produces agreements that can lead to practical implications. In particular, the rules aim to reduce status and foster equal power relations between the participants. It is important to create equal spaces to develop work and organizational practices (see also Alasoini, 2011) because power relations and traditional subject positions act as major constraints on professional agency (Collin et al., 2010; Hökkä et al., 2010; Vähäsantanen et al., 2009).

**Implementing a work conference in a hospital organization**

The intervention was implemented in a regional emergency unit, comprising an outpatient clinic and a ward, at a Finnish central hospital organization. With approximately 90,000 patient visits per year, the emergency unit is large and hectic. The work of the physicians, nurses, and secretaries is organized in shift work, and the administrative personnel and the managers’ work during office hours. Apart from the personnel, the unit has a large number of physicians working in duty service.

The work conference was organized by the research team and led by an interventionist. For the planning and implementation of the work conference, a representative steering group was established that consisted of representatives from all of the professional groups and hierarchical levels of the work unit. In addition, the interventionist and representatives of the research team participated in the steering group. At the planning stage of the intervention, the task of the steering group was to decide on the theme of the work conference. The meaningfulness and relevance of the theme for all personnel, in line with the development efforts of the organization, were highlighted. The steering group came together once to decide on the theme, and in the meeting, several suggestions for the theme from each professional group were presented and a lively
discussion continued after the meeting. It was eventually decided that the theme for the work conference would be Patient Centeredness and Common Rules. The steering group considered different professional viewpoints on the theme in the discussion.

The intervention was implemented during one working day (5 hours) in Spring 2013. The day started with a joint opening session that introduced the research project, the work conference method, and the ground rules. The ethical aspects of data collection and voluntary participation were also presented. Because of the short time available for the intervention, it was not possible to use the original structure for the organization of such a work conference (Lehtonen, 2004). Instead, the work conference consisted of two small-group working sessions and two joint plenary working sessions with specific aims (see Fig. 1). A total of 27 members of emergency unit personnel (including managers) participated in the work conference, with professional groups of the secretaries, nurses, physicians, and nursing administration being represented. During the intervention, the researchers acted as observers.

In the first small-group phase, the five professionally homogeneous groups worked on creating their vision for the theme of the day. The participants were divided into small groups in advance, according to professional position. In the first plenary session, the groups of secretaries, nurses (two groups), physicians, and the nursing administration presented their visions based on the discussions from the small groups. The aim of the plenary was to give voice to all the professional groups of the unit and to offer space to hear the outputs of the others.

For the second small-group phase, five multi-professional groups were created, three of which included physicians, nurses, secretaries, and nursing administration personnel but two in which secretaries were missing due to the numbers of the secretaries participated. Each group worked on one of the visions presented in the first plenary session. The aim was to outline the obstacles of the vision and to work on action plans for the development of work practices. Again, the results of the small-group dialogues were presented and shared with all the participants in a plenary session. As a result of the day, five different action plans were created and presented, and all these materials were later distributed to the participants and steering group members. The decisions required to realize the plans in the work unit were allocated to the steering group for future work.

**Research data and analysis**

The research data consisted of audio recordings (11 hours) of the small-group discussions and video recordings of the plenary sessions (2 hours). Because of a malfunction
in the audio recordings, our analysis eventually focused on the discussions of the four homogeneous groups and the four multi-professional groups. The written material produced by the small groups was also utilized in the analysis, but the analytical process focused on the transcribed material from the audio and video recordings. Altogether, 150 pages of text were compiled.

The aim of the analysis was to search for different forms of professional agency and agentic voices illustrating these forms in the small-group discussions. In the homogeneous small groups, the aim was to examine different forms of agency as they emerged while producing the visions. In the analysis of the multi-professional small groups, the focus was more on how the visions created in the homogeneous groups were worked on and by whom. We were especially interested in how the members of the different professional groups participated in the discussion and what this participation and collaboration was like. In this investigation, we addressed how professional positions were attached to manifestations of professional agency.

Qualitative content analysis was applied in order to identify the manifestations of professional agency (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). The analysis for the data was conducted inductively in dialogue with previous theoretical conceptualizations on professional agency and with insights from the data on hand. At the first stage of analysis, we coded the discussions to identify the different kinds of agentic voices of professional agency expressed in discussions. We also categorized agentic voices and named categories by utilizing previous conceptualizations. For example, agentic voices, such as questioning existing work practices and proposing novel ideas for developing work practices, were coded and finally placed under transformative agency, which was one of the four main categories to illustrate professional agency. In addition, we undertook ethnographic analysis of the key incidents (Emerson, 2004) to illustrate the manifestations of professional agency and how these manifestations were framed by professional positions in the multi-professional small-group discussions.

We also followed the trails of visions created in the first small groups through the second small-group session and the two plenaries. Our purpose was to demonstrate how the visions were created and their evolution alongside the intervention, for example, who supported and/or resisted the vision and why? In our investigation, we found that different manifestations of and frames for professional agency emerged particularly strongly while creating vision in the homogeneous group of the secretaries, and these were discussed in two plenaries and a multi-professional small-group working session. Therefore, in the next section, the vision created in the homogeneous group of the secretaries is more closely described.

Findings

Working in homogeneous groups (Small-group Working I)

The aim of the professionally homogeneous small groups was to create a vision in the larger frame of *Patient Centeredness and Common Rules* in the emergency unit. The description of the forms of agency is summarized in Tab. 1.

In the homogeneous small-group work, discussions took place mainly in the consensus of like-minded employees. A number of transformative forms of professional
agency emerged in the groups. By transformative agency, we refer to ways of questioning and problematizing the existing work practices and ways of working as well as ways of making suggestions and proposing ideas for transforming them into innovative ideas and transformations in work practices (see, e.g., Virkkunen, 2006); in this intervention, they are visions. On the basis of our analysis, the groups of secretaries and physicians displayed the most initiative and were most productive in presenting proposals and ideas on how to develop the practices of the emergency unit. In addition, the physicians presented innovative ideas and had critical discussions of existing practices without them ending up as visions. Similarly, the nurses and administrative groups presented suggestions for the development of work practices, but their initiatives did not evolve to concrete visions when compared with those of the secretaries. The nurses heavily criticized the information flow and the lack of communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Agency</th>
<th>Secretaries</th>
<th>Physicians</th>
<th>Nurses</th>
<th>Nursing Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformative</td>
<td>A number of new suggestions for developing multi-professional work practices (e.g., new practice of nurse–secretary working pairs).</td>
<td>A number of suggestions for developing work practices (e.g., shared codes for behavioral etiquette).</td>
<td>Only a few suggestions for developing fast and precise patient care (e.g., electronic database on every patient’s anamnesis).</td>
<td>To some extent, suggestions for how to develop appropriate patient care (e.g., commitment to friendly patient service).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>Plenty of agreeing with, detailing, and expanding of questions (e.g., working in pairs accomplished and physical spaces).</td>
<td>Plenty of agreeing with, commenting, and sharing of experiences and clarifying of ideas, some detailing and expanding questions.</td>
<td>Plenty of agreeing with, detailing, and expanding of questions concerning existing work practices (e.g., information flow between the clinic and the ward).</td>
<td>Plenty of defining and particularizing of the presented vision (e.g., need for training).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relational</td>
<td>Plenty of taking stances from the viewpoint of all professional groups and patients.</td>
<td>Creation of vision from the patient’s perspective (reasoning how physicians could also benefit from the vision).</td>
<td>Plenty of exploration of work practices, especially from the viewpoints of patients and relatives, plus from a multi-professional viewpoint.</td>
<td>Plenty of relational agency at the general level. The vision is self-evidently accepted by all professionals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resisting</td>
<td>Little resistance, mostly in the form of questioning.</td>
<td>Some resistance to questioning of and disregard for the suggestions presented (e.g., nurse–physician working pairs).</td>
<td>Resistance to the role division within the small group (e.g., who will present the vision in a plenary).</td>
<td>No resistance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Forms of professional agency in the homogeneous professional groups
between physicians and nurses, but because they did not include this in a vision, the suggestion was not presented or developed in the later sessions of the work conference. All the visions created in the homogeneous small groups are presented in Appendix 1. Transformative agency is a necessary condition for the development of work practices; without transformative agency, there are no innovative ideas and visions to work on.

In all the homogeneous small groups, there were many responsive forms of agency. Responsive agency refers to the different ways in which presented ideas are accepted, elaborated upon, or supported (cf. Gresalfi et al., 2009). In the discussions, responsiveness emerged, for example, as agreement and with detailing and expanding on questions concerning the suggested visions. This responsive agency is important for keeping the innovative ideas on stage and ongoing. Without agreement and supporting voices, the ideas are ignored for the rest of the developmental process.

The relational form of agency in the homogeneous small groups aimed at justifying previously presented suggestions from the point of view of others (see Edwards, 2005; Edwards & D’Arcy, 2004). Relational accounts were introduced, especially from the viewpoints of other professional groups and patients. Although relational agency was present in all groups, its focus seemed to differ. More than in other professional small groups, the nurses’ relational voices included patients and relatives. Nurses showed up as patients’ trustees in the system. A number of relational voices were also present in the nurses’ group when it came to collaboration and information flow between the emergency clinic and the emergency ward concerning care processes. The viewpoint of patients was also present in the discussions in the small groups of secretaries and physicians. In addition, secretaries mostly argued for their vision from the perspective of all the professional groups. In the nursing administration group, relational agency emerged naturally as the vision was focused on good patient care, the issue that affected all professionals in the unit.

In the small-group discussions, resisting agency included questioning and ignoring voices on the suggestions presented. Resisting agency was most visible in the physicians’ small group. Physicians often questioned the presented suggestions that related to existing work practices or simply ignored them, especially with regard to collaboration between physicians and nurses. In the secretaries’ group, resistance mostly emerged in terms of questioning and assessing the “goodness” of presented ideas. The nurses’ resistance was mainly focused on the roles inside the group, for example, who was going to present the vision in the plenary (cf. Engeström, 2011). In contrast to the other small groups, the discussion among the nursing administration personnel was particularly like-minded. Resisting voices seemed to hinder the documentation of ideas and thus their use in crafting work practices. Resisting voices supported existing work practices and existing relations between different professionals in the work organization, for example, in cases where collaboration between nurses and physicians were ignored.

In summary, a total of four different forms of professional agency were manifested in the homogeneous small groups. To illustrate the overlapping nature of the different forms, an extract from the group of secretaries is presented below in Table 2. In accordance with the aim of homogeneous small-group work, the extract shows how the created proposals are collectively crafted and developed.
Table II  Data extract about creating a vision in the secretaries’ homogeneous group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secretary 1</th>
<th>Secretary 2</th>
<th>Secretary 3</th>
<th>Secretary 2</th>
<th>Secretary 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>… I think that would be the vision. It is not my own invention. It has been invented a long time ago, but it would be so that there’d be a work pair, a nurse and a secretary in the same facilities, so patients only need to visit one place.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 2</td>
<td>So a secretary and a nurse would be in the same facilities …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 2</td>
<td>So one visit, and queuing only once.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>What would the secretary do in that situation? Is he/she quiet or does he/she also pose questions or …?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>Only the nurse would pose questions … if it is a regular patient case …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 3</td>
<td>If it (sickness) is a respiratory case or an infection case … these special cases …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>… then the secretary could also check all the necessary information simultaneously</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 2</td>
<td>Then these patients wouldn't have to wait around … because they're often so sick that they don't remember and …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 3</td>
<td>Fairly often they (patients) don't want to give this information to secretaries … if I've offered to receive it, they don't want to give it … yeah, sometimes up to half of them don't want to …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>But it would be taken care of simultaneously …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 2</td>
<td>… but one can always ask whether they (patients) want to give the information …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>But they (patients) come in really sick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 3</td>
<td>I'm just wondering, if they come to the space [with the nurse and the secretary present], how will they, in practice, start to talk about their condition … without one compromising the patients’ …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>Well, that's exactly the reason why one (nurses) is against it, that the protection of privacy is compromised, so the nurse is told … but won't we find out when we transcribe physicians’ dictations of notes about the patients … so, from the viewpoint of patients, does it matter whether there's one or two persons in the room listening …?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 1</td>
<td>And since the triage area is a protected space, the protection of privacy is better …</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary 3</td>
<td>And it's easier to go to one service point where one (a nurse) asks questions and simultaneously the secretary can then ask whether this is your address and the patient would be there, on the same chair … in the same space … the secretary would kind of be more at the back and at the side [in the room], but all matters could be clarified with one visit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plenary One

The aim of the first plenary was to provide space for each professional group to present their vision. In the plenary, the visions created in the homogeneous small groups were presented (see Appendix 1). Compared with the small-group working sessions, only a few forms of professional agency were present. After the presentation of each vision,
which encompassed the introduction of the issues included in the vision as well as the justifications for them, a few clarifying questions and comments were presented. In this case, the responsive agency of the participants included answering the questions and comments. In addition to this, responsive agency (including agreeing and supporting others’ visions) was mainly exercised by the physicians, while the nurses and the secretaries were quiet. For example, head physician pointed out that the vision created by the secretaries was novel and worth developing further. Interestingly, no resisting agency was present in the plenary. All this seemed indicative of the presence of the hierarchical and discursive power relations within a hospital context.

**Working in multi-professional groups (Small-group Working II)**

Next, we focused on the development of the visions in the multi-professional groups. The small groups had a task of outlining the obstacles for a certain vision and creating an action plan for the development of work practices according to the theme. Characteristic of this working phase in all small groups was that a reasonable amount of time was spent on discussing and clarifying the vision without arriving at any specific action plan. It seemed to be difficult to understand and work on a less familiar vision created by a certain professional group, and consequently, it took time to explore the vision before it was possible to clarify obstacles and action plans for the vision.

Our focus centered on what happened to the visions and who among the professional members exercised agency in the multi-professional small groups. Three of these small groups consisted of the representatives of all participating professional group members (physicians, nurses, secretaries, and administrative personnel). The group working on the vision created by the physicians did not have a secretary member. The forms of professional agency manifested in the multi-professional small-group working sessions are summarized in Tab. 3 according to the visions they worked on.

Another aim for this phase of the intervention was to create an action plan for the development of patient centeredness and common rules in the work unit. A more general aim was thus to develop prevailing work practices parallel with the theme of the conference. This aim was not totally achieved from the perspective of crafting the vision. Instead, the original vision was transformed into different aims concerning multi-professional collaboration. Similarly, the obstacles for the vision were handled on the basis of these transformed ideas.

Much like the work in the homogeneous small groups, transformative, responsive, relational, and resisting agencies were present in the multi-professional small-group discussions. However, resisting agency was exercised more often in the multi-professional small-group discussions than in the homogeneous small groups. In the multi-professional groups, transformative agency was present in the discussions concerning the vision-related issue and was most visibly exercised in the group working on the secretaries’ vision, while in other groups, only a few suggestions were made to develop the visions into action plans. Responsive agency was manifested in all small groups in the form of agreements, commenting, and sharing voices. Relational agency was present in the groups working with the secretaries’ and nursing administration’s vision from the perspective of all the professional groups. By contrast, in the groups working with the physicians’ and nurses’ visions, relational agency mostly emerged from the point of view of their own
### Table III  Forms of agency exercised by professionals in the multi-professional groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forms and professional actors of professional agency</th>
<th>Secretaries' vision</th>
<th>Physicians' vision</th>
<th>Nurses' vision</th>
<th>Nursing administration's vision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manifestations of transformative agency</td>
<td>A few suggestions for the development of the vision (e.g., role breaking: physician could write himself, not always a secretary), but without a clear action plan.</td>
<td>Only a few suggestions for creating an action plan and for naming possible constraints for the vision. No suggestions for the development of the vision.</td>
<td>Structured discussion on the vision at hand. Only a few concrete suggestions for the action (e.g., informing the public about the emergency clinic’s tasks).</td>
<td>A few suggestions made concerning the vision (e.g., patient food service and information flow). Discussion on the obstacles but not a clear action plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional actors</td>
<td>Agency exercised principally by the physician.</td>
<td>Agency spread among all the participants.</td>
<td>Agency mostly exercised by the nursing administration.</td>
<td>Agency spread evenly among the participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifestations of responsive agency</td>
<td>Plenty of agreement, commenting, sharing of experiences, and detailing of questions.</td>
<td>Plenty of agreement, commenting and sharing of experiences, and some detailing of questions.</td>
<td>Plenty of agreement, commenting and sharing of experiences.</td>
<td>Much agreement, commenting and sharing of experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional actors</td>
<td>Agency mostly exercised between physician and secretary.</td>
<td>Agency mostly exercised by the nurses.</td>
<td>Agency mostly exercised by the nurses and the nursing administration.</td>
<td>Agency spread evenly among the participants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifestations of relational agency</td>
<td>Discussion took place from the perspective of all the professional groups. Many arguments for multi-professional practices.</td>
<td>Discussion took place mostly in relation to the work practices of nurses and physicians.</td>
<td>The discussion mostly took place not only in relation to the patients but also in relation to the work practices of physicians and nurses (e.g., the workload of physicians).</td>
<td>Discussion took place from the perspective of all professional groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional actors</td>
<td>Agency strongly exercised by the secretary.</td>
<td>Agency exercised by the nurses (e.g., integrating the physician and physician’s opinions in the discussion).</td>
<td>Agency mostly exercised by the nursing administration.</td>
<td>Agency strongly exercised by the secretary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifestations of resisting agency</td>
<td>Plenty of resisting voices.</td>
<td>Some oppositional voices concerning the suggestions for the action plan and method.</td>
<td>Plenty of ignoring and resisting voices in the group.</td>
<td>No resisting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional actors</td>
<td>Strongest resistance from the nursing administration and the physician groups.</td>
<td>Mostly exercised by the physician.</td>
<td>Agency strongly exercised by the physician.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
practices and patients; however, relational agency was probably realized in the form of an increased awareness of patient care from the perspective of other professionals.

Transformative, responsive, and relational agency were exercised by all professional members in multi-professional discussions (see Tab. 3); however, resisting agency was most strongly exercised by the physicians. Although this resisting agency revealed the existence of prevailing power relations in multi-professional collaboration, resisting voices did not violate but instead reproduced the existing hierarchical power relations of the hospital organization (cf. Lipponen & Kumpulainen, 2011; Rainio, 2008). The different forms of agency and their connectedness to professional positions are illustrated in Tab. 4. In the small group, a physician, a secretary, three nurses, and a nursing administration member continued to work with the secretaries’ vision (see Appendix 2). The extract is not focused on this vision but on another related theme that emerged during the discussion regarding who can order a prescription and who has the task of taking care of patients’ prescriptions as a whole. The preceding discussion included the nurse’s concern on the lack of information exchange between professionals when checking patient’s prescriptions.

**Table IV** Data extract from a discussion in multi-professional group working with secretaries’ vision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secretary</th>
<th>But think about it, since we have to go by the [medication] list …</th>
<th>Resisting (elaborating the issue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>… but if a physician has dictated that “according to the medication list”, then you go by that. You don’t have to “sign” it separately anymore. It’s futile work.</td>
<td>Resisting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse</td>
<td>It might be futile work, but one example, if you will. A few weeks ago, there was a patient who, luckily, was able to communicate him/herself and as for the home medication, the entry was “according to the medication list.” Gosh, if I’d marked it like that: the patient had six lines of medication cards there, it caught my eye and I said to the patient that let’s check these once over. The patient said that he/she was not taking any of those medications at the time.</td>
<td>Relational (perspective of patient and other professionals)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the beginning of the extract, the secretary exhibits strong resisting agency in opening up and questioning the practices of prescribing. She defends her idea about a prevailing defect in prescription practice. In this extract, the physician makes it clear that it is the physician’s responsibility to sign the medication list whatever the situation might be, resisting the secretary’s elaboration. The nurse exercised strong relational agency in explaining how important it is to check the lists specifically to see the larger picture. This nurse also took the perspectives of other professionals as well as the patient into account. In sum, on the basis of different forms of professional agency, the existing work practices remained non-crafted.

Furthermore, the physician’s role was rather ambivalent in the small-group discussion concerning the secretaries’ vision. The physician made creative and novel openings but also resisted and criticized the proposals of other professional members. This resistance, ultimately, actually prevented the change. The physician spoke strongly from the point of view of his own experience and work practices without perceiving the vision as
a multi-professional effort. We thus suggest that because relational agency was not that strongly presented by the physician (representing a member of a professional group with high status), the prevailing hierarchical professional boundaries and power hierarchies typical to hospital context were not fully crossed.

**Plenary Two**

The aim of plenary two was to present the action plans to overcome the obstacles to the fulfillment of the vision. As in plenary one, the voices were not diverse; action plans and the obstacles for the fulfillment of the vision were presented mechanically, after which little discussion took place on how to implement the action plans or how to continue. Typically, in the second plenary, the original visions created in the homogeneous groups often vanished or were transformed into different or new issues. Much as in plenary one, the interventionist and head physician (occasionally the head nurse) seemed to exercise agency and power by commenting on the presentations. A striking characteristic was the absence of shared discussion on how to develop the vision further. This work was left to the steering group.

**Summarizing the trail of the secretaries’ vision**

The group of secretaries seemed to be the most active in creating a vision according to phases of the conference. Furthermore, this group manifested most visibly responsive and relational forms of agency from the perspective of all the professional groups in the first small-group sessions. However, in the first plenary, the secretaries were passive in responding to their vision even though the vision was identified as novel and worth developing by the head physician. Again, in the multi-professional groups, the representative of the secretaries continued to be active and manifested several kinds of agency. The discussion continued on the basis of the secretaries’ vision, followed by a few suggestions about how to develop it, but not ending up with a clear action plan. In plenary two, clear action plans were not processed either. Instead, only a few comments and questions were presented by the interventionist and the head physician. Discussion was characterized by the absence of shared discussion about the development of the visions. Consequently, our interpretation is that secretaries, in particular, manifested professional agency during the intervention, presenting concrete suggestions for developing, for instance, multi-professional practices. There may have been an uncommon opportunity for the organization to benefit and further elaborate the suggested visions. However, neither the professional groups themselves nor the steering group exploited the professional agency exercised in the intervention, which may also indicate a power presence of some professional groups.

**Discussion**

The analysis revealed the variety of manifestations of professional agency within and between the professional groups. Specifically, we illustrated how professional agency
became visible in making practical suggestions (transformative agency) in the form of resisting and ignoring (resistant agency), agreeing and supporting presented proposals (responsive agency), and in relation to patients and other professional groups’ practices (relational agency). The inter-relatedness of these forms was strongly intertwined with the nature of the visions that emerged and the action plans created. The meaning of professional agency has been demonstrated, for example, for employees’ lifelong learning (Harteis & Goller, 2014). Our findings further suggest that professional agency can be understood as a necessary condition for the (un)successful development of work practices. Indeed, agency can create favorable conditions for multifaceted (re)developmental efforts. Through the transformative perspective, ideas for renewal of work practices can be created. At the same time, however, resistance can obstruct the implementation of decent ideas.

The different professional groups seemed to adopt stances or positions through confrontations and suggestions for collaborative work practices. For example, new suggestions about ways to strengthen the role of all professional groups in patient care were introduced. This seems to be in line with previous studies related to sharing collaborative practices and the requirements of interprofessional work (Collin et al., 2012). Furthermore, the study showed that professional positions and power relations framed the exercise of professional agency. For instance, even if strong professional agency was exercised in the small-group working phases by all professional groups, the final decision to implement the ideas was not made by the professional groups but mostly by the management and highest quarters in the official hierarchy. For us, this showed how persistently the prevailing labor contracts and conditions (e.g., the ultimate responsibility of the physicians) framed the developmental endeavors. Consequently, these frames may also constrain involvement in development, and strong professional agency is required to be able to overcome these frames. This notion is in accordance with the findings presented in practice-based studies that have addressed the absence of a political perspective in approaching organizations (Erden et al., 2014). Social practices in organizations cannot be conceptualized as solely consensus-based; they include tensions, resistance, and struggles that emerge from inside rather than from outside the organization. This is why we have paid attention to the emergence of social practices that possibly shape and are shaped by people’s power relations (Erden et al., 2014).

The intervention seemed to offer an uncommon space for exercising professional agency to some extent, especially for the members of the personnel with lower status in the formal hierarchy, in this case, the secretaries. Apart from the many positive consequences of the intervention, for instance, the opportunity for shared discussion, our analysis also made the prevailing power hierarchies visible. For example, physicians seemed to have a strong position in envisioning and/or in resisting suggested ideas and they used their voice mainly from their own profession’s perspective. Consequently, the work conference arguably represented the work community on a smaller scale. On the basis of our findings, we suggest that to strengthen all professional groups’ agency, the emergence of collective agency needs to be supported. It also appears important to take seriously the transformative initiatives made by the professional groups that were equipped with the determination, commitment, and ability to act (in this case, the secretaries) and to exploit them further (Eteläpelto et al., 2013).
We can critically discuss the efforts needed to strengthen professional agency in organizations with traditional hierarchical structures and power positions among professionals (Collin et al., 2010, 2012). In relation to the method utilized in this study, we noticed that the work conference may possibly have caused the disappearance of the vision in the work of the multi-professional groups. In this case, the implementation of the method as a 1-day intervention obviously did not allow enough time for the development of the visions into concrete action plans or for the task of developing the ideas further and realizing them in the work practices, which was left to the steering group. In addition, the potential elaboration of the created visions and action plans was to be implemented on the basis of written documents only. Moreover, some of the participants acted more than others as participative agents in the intervention. To utilize the method further, it might be useful to concentrate on one selected vision in the second phase.

If we want to move forward to sustainable development and work (Hökkä & Eteläpelto, 2014; see also Kira et al., 2010), there is a need to give all participants an opportunity to exercise strong ownership and commitment during and especially after the actual intervention and (re)invention of ideas created during the intervention. Each employee should be an active crafter of their own work practices, and thus interventions should also generate the participants’ strong commitment to concrete actions and to take consequential actions to change their work practices (see also Engeström, 2011). In various developmental efforts in working life, it is essential to hear every participant’s voice and to strengthen all participants’ engagement in change (Alasoini, 2011). It is further important to tailor the collaborative implementation that is successful in different contexts and to learn how they are linked with other developmental on-going processes in organizations. One can also elaborate more on the importance of management’s impact for the success of such interventions in hospital organization (see Mintzberg, 2012).

As the majority of the studies of professional agency have so far focused on the individual level, we want to address the importance of collective agency targeted at the development of authentic practices. We appear to be in urgent need of the concrete means to support collective agency in organizational interventions in the future. In this study, we have possibly not been able to develop an authentic picture of what is going on in the setting, for instance, after the intervention. In future work, we need to use other data collection devices, such as observations of work practices and interviews, to identify the participants’ views, and to understand better the possible consequences of the intervention. Further, we need more information and empirical research on forms of professional agency in authentic work organizations. Because of the context-dependent nature of power and agency, it is important to make the relationship between them visible and to subject this relationship to general discussion.
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Appendix 1: Vision Created in the Homogeneous Groups

Nursing Administration
An emergency patient feels that he/she has received good care and the appropriate attitudes from staff that like their work (every staff member understands the meaning of good customer service, commitment, respect for each other's work, and zero tolerance for bad behavior from staff, patients, or next of kin).

Nurses
• A real emergency patient (all necessary information has been exchanged)
• A patient is an individual (e.g., privacy, listening, respectful attitude from the staff, holistic care)
• Communication between nurses and physicians is vital!
• A patient's continuous treatment on the wards (the importance of reports between care units, holistic care)

Physicians
• Being cognizant of the mutual rules (repetition of rules; rules have to be primarily for the best of the patients; rules for behavior; commitment to rules)
• Informing patients about the aim of the treatment
• Well-functioning facilities
• Action during times of urgency (focusing on the essential; the importance of team spirit; team training for emergency situations)
• Forming a system for feedback

Secretaries
• Nurse–secretary work pair in triage
• The secretary is a member of the care team
• Clarifying areas of responsibility, collaboration
• Commitment to work tasks
• Supervision of work, management

Appendix 2: Secretaries' Vision as Created in a Homogeneous Group and Obstacles and Action Plan Developed in a Multi-Professional Group

Vision
Nurse–secretary work pair in triage
The secretary is a member of the care team
• Clarifying areas of responsibility, collaboration
• Commitment to work tasks
• Supervision of work, management

Obstacles
• Facilities
• Adequacy of resources
• Flow of information (e.g., during times of urgency)
• "Old habits die hard"?

Plans of Action
• Flexible job descriptions
• Flow of information between the different professional groups
• Directives to facilitate teamwork
• Courage to ask questions reciprocally
• Collaboration within the emergency unit
• Commitment to work
• Managers' responsibility and support